THE OLD BRITISH ROUND KILN IN NORTHUM BERLAND
John Philipson

T he pur pose o f the present article is to record descriptions of the corn-drying kilns
at the Grasslees mill, Elsdon, Northumberland, and at Barrow mill, Alwinton,
neither of which now retains many of the features visible when the author photo
graphed them in 1952. There is however no wholly satisfying account of corn-drying
kilns in Britain. The literature has a western, indeed it might be said a Hebridean,
bias. Northumberland is never mentioned, and very little attention has been given
to a type of kiln remains of which are still to be found on our uplands. These are
closely similar to the rough stone kilns described below as they may be found in
Inverness. If an inventory of remains of corn-drying kilns built in Britain before
1800 were to be prepared they might well be found to be the most numerous type.
This essay can make no pretensions to be comprehensive in any aspect. It is con
fined to kilns that have been observed by the author. The examples in Northumber
land chosen for description happen to be associated with mills. Fortunately this
imbalance will partly be corrected when the list becomes available that Mrs. Charlton
and Mr. Day have made of kilns on farmsteads in one part of Northumberland. It is
hoped that the present essay may throw a light bridge across the gap between the
romantic and smoke-obscured activities in the Western Islands and the more sophisti
cated developments in the nineteenth century which are more obviously the province
of the industrial archaeologist.1
Reference is being made to these as corn-drying kilns, but it has to be remembered
that they may be used in malting and for other purposes. Moreover while drying is
required in northern latitudes because corn may have been harvested wet or unripe,2
for oats kilning is needed to facilitate the splitting of the husk. So that the distribution
of former corn-drying kilns in Britain is substantially co-extensive with the zone in
which oats was a principal crop. The greater dependence on arable crops for sub
sistence in earlier centuries may be appreciated by recalling such facts as that in the
17th century there were six water corn-mills in Elsdon parish.3
There are two basic patterns of corn-drying kiln which appear in various pure or
hybrid forms. One pattern is the kiln built, as an 18th-century lime-kiln familiarly
was, into some convenient steep bank or outcrop so providing ready access at two
1 See Jones an d M a jo r, “ D ry in g K iln s a ttach ed to
B ritish C orn m ills” , Transactions Third Symposium, T he
In te rn a tio n a l M olinological Society, N eth erlan d s (1973),
135-41.

2 J* G . D . C lark , Prehistoric Europe: the economic basis
(1952), 112.
3 Ed. R . P. S an d erso n , Survey o f the Border Lands
A.D. 1604, A lnw ick (1891), 88.
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levels to the kiln. The other derives from the type made familiar from its description in
its Hebridean manifestation by Sir Lindsay Scott.4 To illustrate this primitive form I
have prepared a sketch-plan after Whitaker5 which shows a rough stone building
across one end of which a platform has been built in stone in which is a circular
pit. Across its upper opening was laid a single beam which supported a covering of
sticks. A layer of straw was spread on the sticks to bear the grain to be dried.

Fig. 1. Sketch-plan after Whitaker
of Hebridean corn-drying kiln
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A number of the kilns I have examined in Inverness are a development of the
latter form having a stone kiln, forming internally an inverted cone, either built to
occupy one end of a sub-rectangular building or bulging out of one end of such a
building in a rude apsidal form (Plate XI). These kilns were evidently of a greater
height than Whitakers, possibly six to eight feet, though they are too tumbled to allow
of any precise estimate. Internally they sink below present ground level, possibly the
floor of the whole building was originally sunk below ground. Firing and access to the
drying surface were probably both accomplished from within the building. N o roofs
survive but the roof of the main structure may have extended over the kiln: a vent
would suffice to allow smoke to escape if that was thought of sufficient importance
to warrant the innovation.
A tidy modern—or should it be Lowland?—version of this conception may be seen
in the upper illustration on plate XII. In this the kiln end of the building forms a neat
apse. But this version has also absorbed the other basic tradition of access at two
levels achieved by building into a slope. A barn for storage has access at bench-height
to the drying surface; firing was done from the lower ground level, and in effect from
outside the main building. The drying surface consisted of a ribbing of sticks sup
ported by two beams. This engraving was published in 1817.6
From the kiln built integrally within one end of a rectangular or sub-rectangular
4 S ir L in d say S co tt, “ C o rn -d ry in g K iln s” , A ntiquity ,
Vol. X X V , 196-208.
5 1. R . W h itak er, “ T w o H e b rid e a n C o rn -k iln s” ,
Gwerin Vol. 1, O x fo rd (1956-57), 161.

6 The Farmers Magazine , Vol. X V III, E din b u rg h
(1817), plate facing page 390.
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Part o f Plate f rom The Farm ers M agazine ( Ed i nb ur g h 1817) illustrating
Russian practice o f kilning in the straw and showing notional Scots kiln.

building evolved a form in which the kiln is a round structure built against a gableend of a rectangular building. This form may be seen at its best in Orkney and Shet
land. Just as the epic as a literary form reached its peak of excellence at the very
dawn of civilisation, so in Orkney and Shetland dry-stone walling reached its summit
of competence centuries before history began and remained at a very high level till
within living memory. Their kilns are built in stone somewhat in the form of an old
bee-skep, circular in plan within and without, shaped internally like an up-ended egg,
and capped by a dome with a capstone pierced with a round hole as a vent. These
kilns stand against the gable-end of the winnowing barn and must be 16 feet or more
in height: cells of apparent Celtic inspiration though found in Nordic isles. Firing is
from within the barn and access to the drying surface is provided by an opening and
steps built through the gable-wall of the barn. These kilns continued in use till
modern times; indeed one in Stromness, examined in 1970, had been in use, though
exceptionally, only a fortnight before our visit.
Let us return now to the other basic form: the free-standing kiln built against a
natural slope which made access easy at two levels and which economised in construc
tion. Such a kiln was that on the Wholehope burn in Northumberland which is
described in A.A. 4 XXXVIII, 99-112. The occupation material from the build
ings adjoining this kiln dated from the late 18th and early 19th centuries but the form
itself is immemorial. This kiln indeed was used in malting, but it is indistinguishable
in form from a corn-drying kiln. Its chief difference from the kiln at the Belling mill
(see Miss Harbottle’s report elsewhere in this volume) is that while it has a fore
building for the stoker and his fuel, it lacks a service-building above and behind the
kiln.
The kiln at the Dally mill in North Tynedale is basically a kiln built into the steep
hillside, but it is encompassed by a rectangular building. In external appearance this
is just a stone Georgian farm-building like many another in Northumberland. At the
upper end, adjoining the road, there is a low gable forming one end wall o f the upper
storey; at this end the upper storey is now a garage with an apparently solid floor.
At the burn side the building has two storeys. The upper room, next the garage, is a
store. On the inner wall of the lower ground floor is the firehole of the kiln, which
itself, behind this wall and below the garage floor, is no longer visible. Its location is
however evidenced by tumble visible at the far end of the fire-hole and is in any event
identifiable as under that part of the garage-floor which persistently subsides. This
kiln may have been built in the 18th century. The mill is said to have ceased pro
duction about 1850. So, while the surviving structure reflects its form at that date, it
may not have been modernised for many years before its closure.
This kiln-building at Dally stands quite free of the mill. In the 19th century kilns
soon cease to concern us for they tended to be absorbed into the complex of millbuildings, as is the only working kiln known to the present writer. This is the Sparket
mill near Dacre in Cumbria. It is within the mill and consists of a chamber floored
and walled with pierced tiles supported by an iron framing and heated by coke. Here
the oats of the local farmers is still dried before being turned into meal.

The kiln which formerly stood at the Grasslees mill (NY 953978) near Elsdon was
photographed in about 1952 (plate XIII). It was built as a round structure with a
rectangular service building abutting upon it. The kiln was built of stone roughly
dressed and in irregular courses; the service-building of ashlar in regular courses. Kiln
and service-building are in alignment with a building, perhaps a barn or granary, at

Fig. 2. Remains of Grasslees Mill in 1977
right-angles to the main building, one end of which was the mill. A level platform for
the kiln was first made,by building a plinth of rougher stone into the natural slope of
the ground. Above this, after a slight offset, the kiln was built of some twelve courses,
rising with a pronounced batter, to the last, a quite regular, coping course. Within,
construction was less regular, but nevertheless presented a relatively smooth surface
broadening upwards as an inverted cone. Its overall height was at least eight feet.
Into the front of the plinth was built a low arch for the hearth with a flue running
directly to the bottom of the kiln. The roof of the adjoining granary seems to have
been of pantiles, so also may have been the roof over the kiln though in its earliest
form it may have been no more than a wooden framework, covered by turf. The floor
of the service-building is substantially higher than the base of the kiln. If therefore
there were an opening in the wall adjacent to the kiln access to the kilning surface
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Interior o f kiln viewed from north-west
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should have been possible. The photograph shows an opening in the wall of the kiln
that could be interpreted as a chute, but no trace of this remains. Since the photo
graphs were taken, the dressed stone has been removed for use in another building.
Reference is made to a Girslees miln in the Elsdon parish register as early as 1687.
As no mention is made of it in the 1604 survey, its establishment may tentatively be
placed between 1604 and 1687. It is shown on the plan of the 1731 Elsdon common

Fig. 3. Layout of Grasslees Mill. Based upon the Ordnance Survey map of 1863
Delt. J. Slade
division, and moreover is there shown as L-shaped in plan, though we cannot be
sure that the short arm includes the kiln. As far as it goes this evidence is consistent
with our supposition that the kiln is 18th century. A Christopher Moffit corn miller
of Woodside township named in the 1828 directory7 must have occupied Grasslees
mill. It has been noted that the granary was roofed with pantiles; the main range
including the mill and the house had been re-roofed with slate.8 This seems to argue
occupation of the main range at least into the railway age. In confirmation o f this the
mill with all its ancillary features appears to have been complete when surveyed by
the Ordnance Survey about 1863.
7 P arso n an d W hite, H istory Directory and Gazetteer
o f Durham and Northumberland , N ew castle (1828), Vol.
II, 468.

8 P ro b a b ly W elsh slate, inf. D r. D . A . R o b so n .

The kiln at Grasslees was very solidly built. That at Barrow mill (NT 913063) near
Alwinton was an even more finished building (plate XIV). The stones of the main
fabric, where originally exposed, were in regular courses and dressed to a curved sur
face to form a round tower. There were two offsets in the wall after it rose from a
foundation course, and the structure was finished by a projecting course of coping
stones. Some of the timbers o f a roof-framing survived in 1952. This may have been
clothed by slabs pegged by sheep-bones as was still in 1952 the roof of a nearby cattleshed. At the apex o f the roof was a square frame forming a vent, which was
probably surmounted by a louvred ventilator. Access for firing was on the east face,
consisting of a low arch over an opening about 1-15 m wide. This had been covered
by a low sheltering building or porch, probably of wood, which had not survived. Its
shape was shown by grooves cut into the main-wall •to take the flashings of its
pitched roof. This porch protected fuel and fireman and averted bliasts of wind that
might cause immoderate heat. Similarly there was evidence of a service building to
the west. This was much higher, also with a pitched roof. It is suggested it provided
access to the kilning surface at a high level through an opening in that part of the
fabric shown in the 1952 photograph as having fallen away. The parts of the main
building which were covered by these two ancillary buildings had been constructed in'
irregular courses of roughly dressed stone, showing that the subsidiary buildings were
planned from the beginning.
Only some eight courses of the kiln now survive but its original height is estimated
to have been between 4-4 and 4-8 metres. Its outside diameter is about 5£ metres
and the inside diameter at the top must have been in excess of 4-5 metres.
Barrow mill farm was surveyed by Thomas Bell in 1817 and also at another date
before 1818.9 In 1817 the survey shows the weir across the Coquet. The weir, race
and mill-buildings are all recorded as intact when surveyed by the Ordnance Survey
in 1863. As the weir would be one of the first things to go when maintenance was
discontinued it seems probable that the mill was still functioning then. There was a
John Anderson farmer and miller at Barrow in 1828.10 The kiln as such is not identi
fied on Bell’s plan, so that its exact date has not been determined by the writer. From
the opulence of its finish a guess might be hazarded that its construction coincides
with the Napoleonic corn-boom which has left its mark elsewhere on farm-buildings
in Northumberland and which may not be unrelated to the great bowl of former
ploughland encircling Alwinton and Clennell. That the mill itself has long been only a
rickle o f stones proves nothing of the relative date or strength of their construction,
but only that stones with a curved surface have less attraction to the robber. The fact
that the kiln was planned from the start with a full complement of ancillary buildings
favours a late date, say late 18th or early 19th century. It is probable that this kiln
took its tower-like form because it stood on level ground; it is suggested that it stood
on level ground because had it been built against the steep slope below the mill it
would have had its footings on the flood-plain.
9 N o rth u m b e rla n d R e co rd Office: Z A N Bell 59/17
(1817) a n d Z A N Bell 60/16 (la tte r m ust p re -d a te 1818 as
it refers to T h o m a s Selby w ho died in th a t year).

10 P arso n an d W hite, op . cit ., 477.
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It will be seen that upland drying kilns in Northumberland were always built of
stone: this served as a storage heater and reduced the risk of fire. At least till the
18th century the kilns stand free of the mill-building. Perhaps reduction of the risk of
fire was a consideration in determining this, but much more must it have been the
constructional economy of using a slope and the convenience of access at two levels.
The stone structure may stand some eight feet above the ground. Internally the kiln
is a bowl or an inverted cone and outwardly commonly rounded. They may be built
on the level or into a slope, they may or may not be associated with another build
ing, and if the former the kiln may be primary or secondary to associated structures.
It is probable that roofs were mostly of a timber-framing turf-covered, and the
support for the grain a ribbing of laths supported by one or two beams as shown in
plate XII. The engraving shows the beams as sitting across the upper surface of the
inverted cone, so providing the greatest spreading area and receiving the maximum
radiation of heat from the cone. If we visualise this ribbing as resting across the stone
top of the Grasslees (or the Belling) kiln, then a conical roof immediately above, it is
clear that there would be little headroom for spreading or turning the grain. It is
possible that this difficulty may have been avoided by dropping the beams and
ribbing a slight distance down into the kiln. The problem does not arise in the
installation shown in the engraving, nor indeed in the Barrow kiln, as in both walls
rise above the kiln to hold the grain and the heat and to afford working headroom.
The use of wheeled firegrates, which allowed of readier control o f the heat, is well
attested11 in 19th-century kilns but the present writer cannot say whether they were
in use in the 18th century. The low corbels in the Belling kiln suggest that iron
diffuser plates were.
Neither may be seen in the notional Scots kiln shown in the engraving (plate XII)
which accompanies an article advocating in 1817 adoption of a Russian practice of
drying in the straw. It is of interest to note that the Russian kiln lacks the massive
stone of the British model but has a baffle to protect straw and corn from ascending
sparks. The author writes:
The old British round kiln ... may be adapted very simply for drying in the straw, by
raising the walls to a competent height (say 5 to 6 feet) above the ribs, and closing above
at this height by a divot ceiling ... Oats dried on straw kilns produce the best and sweetest
meal; and the ancient kiln of Scotland was of great use to the farmer.12
That some account of corn-drying kilns may be of use to the archaeologist is shown
by the agitation caused earlier this century by the kilns discovered at Housesteads.13
From the evidence of the Housesteads’ kilns it might be argued that the livelihood
of the “moss-troopers” of the Forest of Lowes was more dependent on industry than
has popularly been thought. The inheritance of massive Roman masonry has given
Northumberland some variants of the kiln unknown to other countries,14 as a taste
“ E.g. see N .R .O . Z H E Bell 34/12: 1839 a n d 1858,
A bbey Mill, A lnw ick; 1850 B ilton corn mill.
“ E d ito rial, “ O n the S toring o f B ritish G ra in ” , The
Farmers Magazine X V III, 386-91 E d in b u rg h 1817.

13 R. C. B o san q u et “ E xcavations: T he R o m a n C a m p
at H o u sestead s,\ A A 2X X Y (1904), 282-84.

for malt spirit on the Border may have given us a use less fully exploited elsewhere.
For access to sites I am indebted to Mr. Renwick, Holystone Grange; Mr.
Armstrong, Grasslees; Mr. Ridley, Barrow; Mr. Richardson, Dally; and to a welcoming
young man at Stromness. I have also to acknowledge help from the Northumberland
County Archivist and from Mr. Charles Parish of the Literary and Philosophical
Society of Newcastle upon Tyne. I am grateful to Mr. J. Day and Mrs. B. Charlton for
the opportunity to read their survey of remains of kilns on the Otterburn estate of the
Ministry of Defence, and I am most grateful to J. and M. Slade for their survey of the
Grasslees mill and to Jack Slade for the tracing of the Ordnance Survey plan of the
Grasslees mill in the 1860s.
14 Cf. h ow ever th e m edieval c o rn -d ry in g kilns a t
Ja rlsh o f.

